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Sexual presence as a dimorphic phenomenon 

 Patrice Renaud1, Lilybeth Fontanesi2 & Massil Benbouriche3 
  

  
Abstract. In this paper we explore a particular variety of presence, namely sexual 
presence, using evolutionary psychology as a theoretical framework. We translate 
dimorphic differences between women and men in sexual imagery and in sexual 
behaviour into a tentative sexual presence model, introducing proto, core and 
extended sexual presence as conceptual layers explaining presence. Our aim is to 
give an evolutionary interpretation of sexual presence, in light of recent findings. 
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Introduction 
 

Presence is closely related to our goals and to all the actions and operations 
we make to achieve them. For Riva and colleagues (2011), presence, as a 
“second order” technologically mediated experience, is a single feeling that 
can be divided into three different sub-processes, which are defined as 
steps of a complex and mostly unconscious form of supervision of actions 
and experience. Proto presence is an unconscious process involving body 
movements and motor intentions of which we are not aware (Riva, 2009; 
Riva et al., 2011). Core presence is a conscious process that first primes the 
intended action, then sustains and guides it, and finally monitors its effects 
in the present. Extended presence is related to the consciousness of future 
intentions; it involves emotional and cognitive aspects and feelings about 
the self’s future expectations (Riva et al., 2011). The determinants of 
presence are most likely mediated by emotional states and biological 
predispositions such as those of sexual nature (Bouchard, St-Jacques, 
Robillard, & Renaud, 2008; Renaud, Bouchard, & Proulx, 2002; Renaud et 
al., 2002, 2011). 
 
In this paper we will outline a tentative new point of view about a special 
kind of presence, i.e. sexual presence. The concept of sexual presence was 
first introduced by Lombard and Jones (2004, 2013) to describe the 
particular psychological, cognitive and physical feelings generated by 
pornography, i.e. by watching others having sex through special mediated 
environments. This view of sexual presence can be extended to the 
experience of sexuality through immersive means, either as spectator or 
actor (Lombard & Jones, 2013; Ogas & Gaddam, 2011; Renaud, Trottier, et 
al., 2013; Trottier, Renaud, et al., 2012). Sexual presence, as a “second 
order” technologically mediated experience, is defined as a 
psychophysiological state of sexual arousal, including a subjective erotic 
perception, whose content and extent are determined by the interplay 
between individual psychobiological predispositions, idiosyncratic past 
experiences, and what is sexually afforded by a mediating technology. 
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Gender differences in sexual presence 

According to Janssen (2011), sexual arousal is an emotional and motivational condition with 
several components, from genital response to sexual desire, that are thought to lead individuals to 
engage in sexual behaviour. Even though this construct is still under investigation by the 
psychological and medical research community, over the years a large number of studies agreed 
that the female sexual arousal model should be different from the male one (Barlow 1986; 
Janssen, 2011; Sachs, 2007; Singer 1984). Sexual presence as a feeling of being emotionally, 
physically and psychologically aroused by simulated sexual stimuli is closely related to sexual 
arousal and sexual behaviour, and we can therefore hypothesize that the three steps of Riva’s 
model are different for men and women.  
 
In 1984, Singer presented a three-stage sexual behavioural paradigm of the process of sexual 
arousal, which can be used to describe sexual presence in men and women. The first stage, 
aesthetic response, is an affective reaction to an attractive figure, which produces an increase in 
interest toward the object of attraction. This process involves eye and head movements toward 
the object, and it involves both cognitive and volitional aspects. The main adaptive goal, is to get 
closer to the person of interest and potentially have sexual intercourse with him or her. Therefore, 
the first stage can be described as proto presence. Approach response, the second stage, is a direct 
consequence of the first and involves bodily movement toward the goal and an increase in 
attention. This stage can be referred to as core presence. The last stage is genital response, a 
physical reaction to the closer proximity to the object. This response is driven by feedback from 
the object of interest, which leads to sexual arousal at the genital level. It is also mostly 
unconscious and uncontrollable, like proto presence, which is seen as an unconscious aesthetic 
and genital response. 
 
Extended presence, which has the highest level of consciousness, is closely related to the final 
motive for engaging in sexual intercourse. From an evolutionary point of view, males are designed 
to spread their genes with very low investment in their offspring (Buss, 2003; Buss & Schmitt, 
1993), which means that they can have a potentially unlimited number of children (Hatfield, 
Luckhurst, & Rapson, 2010). Even though the evolutionary purpose of sex is to have children, the 
conscious motives for having sexual intercourse are multiple and mostly related to utilitarian 
reasons (such as pleasure, status recognition, power; Browning, Hatfield, Kessler, & Levine, 2000). 
We can therefore state that, in males, extended presence can be related to strengthening one’s 
self-esteem by projecting an image of a powerful, strong and healthy male in order to appear more 
attractive to women.  
 
According to the “Sexual Behaviour Sequence” (Fisher, 1986), sexual behaviour is the result of 
evolved response tendencies, cultural patterns and social structure: external conditioned and 
unconditioned erotic stimuli prompt imaginative, affective and physical responses and, if the 
internal system of evaluations/expectations is satisfied, the outcome is sexual behaviour (Fisher, 
1986). Janssen and Bancroft (2006), in their “Dual Control Model,” assume that female sexual 
arousal, more than male’s, depends on contextual, emotional, psychological and physical factors 
that inhibit or promote arousal, and that these factors are different for every woman. 
Consequently, following Riva’s theory, we can hypothesize that aesthetic response, which 
corresponds to the orienting phase of sexual arousal (the moment when the subject notices the 
object and starts to “feel” something), is related to proto presence. Core presence is related to the 
approach response and, in this case, also to genital response. In this case, sexual arousal 
(psychological and physical) is due to the relationship with the object, and is not only a 
consequence of visual stimuli, it can happen in males. The third part of Riva’s theory, extended 
presence, the conscious feeling beyond the sexual behaviour, is not easy to identify in Singer’s 
theory. According to the literature, women’s conscious motives for engaging in sexual 
relationships are more likely to be emotional, like commitment, love or to strengthen a 
relationship (Sprecher & Regan, 1996). For example, in women extended presence can be seen as  
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a maternity desire—their main goal is to find an appropriate man to satisfy all of their 
expectations in a short- or long-term relationship (Buss, 2003). Showing physical attractiveness, 
dating, and getting emotionally close to another individual can be seen as core presence and 
sexual intercourse as proto presence. Accordingly, to elicit or generate sexual presence in women 
seems to be more complicated than in men, because sexual arousal does not always overlap with 
the genital response (Basson, 2000). 
 
 
The Darwinian underpinnings of sexual presence 

Here these differences are described from an evolutionary standpoint, and one of the main 
concerns of evolutionary psychology is the evolution of mating systems, which is closely related to 
sexual presence. Even though for both sexes the final goal of sexual behaviour is reproduction, it 
comes with different features: as it has been shown in almost all the species, and according to 
Darwin’s sexual selection theory, there is a sex that chooses (female) and a sex that is chosen 
(male) (Darwin, 1859/1911; Trivers, 1985; Wilson, 1997). 
 
Particular attention should be given to the individual’s sexual fantasies, which are the mirror of 
individual sexual desires. Sexual fantasies drive sexual behaviour, they have evolved over time 
and are the most common form of sexual experience as well as a clear example of the differences 
in the development of male and female sexuality in our species. They can be incited by something 
that we have seen, read or heard, and they can be generated internally or externally or both (Ellis 
& Simpson, 1990; Hicks & Leitenberg, 2001; Jones & Barlow, 1990; Wilson, 1978, 1987, 1997). 
According to Wilson (1987, 1997), these erotic thoughts can be sexually explicit (in men) or rich 
in emotions (in women). We can state that the term sexual fantasy refers to almost any mental 
image that is sexually arousing for an individual and of which he or she has control (Leitenberg & 
Henning, 1995).  
 
Men have more sexual thoughts than women, and they are more easily and more often aroused by 
them (Jonas & Barlow, 1990; Knoth, Boyd, & Singer, 1988). However, the main difference lies in 
the content of sexual fantasies. According to the literature, men’s fantasies involve multiple and 
unknown partners, while women’s fantasies usually involve well-known partners, like men that 
they have met, and it’s uncommon for women to fantasize about group sex (Arndt, Foel, & Good, 
1985; Ellis & Symons, 1990; Hicks & Leitenberg, 2001; Jones & Barlow 1990; Kelley, 1985; 
Pelletier & Herold, 1998). Furthermore, women’s fantasies involve descriptions of the context and 
feelings related to the sexual intercourse (Knoth et al., 1998; Wilson & Lang, 1981), while men’s 
fantasies involve a large amount of visual content, sexual details and genital images (Follingstad & 
Kimbrell, 1986; Janssen, Carpenter, & Graham, 2003). Women, more than men, imagine 
themselves in a passive role during sexual intercourse, while men see themselves in an active and 
dominating role (Iwawaki & Wilson, 1983; Knafo & Jaffe, 1984; Mednick, 1977). Sexual fantasies 
about being forced to have sex are common in both sexes, but they seem more frequent in women 
than in men (Arndt et al., 1985; Critelli & Bivona, 2008; Hawley & Hensley, 2009; Knafo & Jaffe, 
1984; Mednick, 1977; Pelletier & Herold, 1988; Sue 1979). Fantasies about forcing someone to 
have sex are also common in both sexes, but more in men (Arndt et al., 1985; Crepault & Couture, 
1980; Hald & Malamuth, 2008; Sue, 1979).  
 
Over the years, evolutionary psychology studies have given several explanations for the 
differences in sexual fantasies. Our male ancestors had a higher reproductive potential than 
women, and not having any obligation in terms of parental investment, they could increase their 
reproductive success by mating with many females. So sexual selection has favored males with a 
low threshold of sexual arousal and who are attracted to each new fertile female encountered. In 
fact, men have a rapid sexual arousal response to visual stimuli; they need just a look to 
understand if a woman has good genes (beauty and youth) and is fertile (Symons, 1979).  
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Furthermore, a large number of partners means more chances to reproduce (Ellis & Symons, 
1990; Hicks & Leitenberg, 2001; Pound 2002;). As for rape and forced sexual fantasies, several 
authors suggest that they are more common in men because of sperm competition (Goetz & 
Shackelford, 2006; Shackelford & Goetz, 2007; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1996). Still according to 
evolutionary theories, women would determine the value of a potential partner on the basis of 
physical and psychological features (which indicate the presence of good genes), signs of being 
able to achieve economic and political success, or a sincere interest in investing in a relationship. 
A slow sexual arousal protects women from engaging in random sex with everyone (Symons, 
1979). 
 
All of these differences also persist in the use of pornography. Men consume significantly more 
pornography than women, and they are more attracted to hard-core pornography, i.e. 
pornography with a poor or no affective relationship context and emotional attachment and in 
general, men are more psychologically aroused by pornography (Hald, 2006). Even though 
cyberspace mating seems to be devoid of most of the “real life” cultural and social pressures 
(Cooper, Scherer, Boies, & Gordon, 1999), according to Dawson and McIntosh (2006), when 
individuals seek mates online, men put emphasis on their own wealth and attractiveness, while 
women stress their physical attributes, despite other positive psychological characteristics.  
 
 
Conclusion 

According to this interpretation of current data, men and women’s sexual attitudes and behaviour 
are very different, and all of these differences have to be taken into account when we want to 
induce and maximize the effects of sexual presence in an experimental situation, such as in a 
virtual reality context. Sexual presence should be measurably dimorphic (Symons, 1979) and 
particularly resilient to change. These particular features make sexual presence not only an 
interesting psychological, physiological and cognitive phenomenon, but also a valuable 
instrument in the study of sexual behaviour through new advanced technologies, such as virtual 
reality (Renaud et al., 2002; Renaud, Goyette et. al., 2011; Trottier, Renaud et al., 2012; Riva, 
2005). 
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